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Abstract—Understanding changes in the mood and mental health of large populations is a challenge, with the need for large numbers of samples to uncover any regular patterns within the data. The use of data generated by online activities of healthy individuals offers the opportunity to perform such observations on the large scales and for the long periods that are required. Various studies have previously examined circadian fluctuations of mood in this way. In this study, we investigate seasonal fluctuations in mood and mental health by analyzing the access logs of Wikipedia pages and the content of Twitter in the UK over a period of four years. By using standard methods of Natural Language Processing, we extract daily indicators of negative affect, anxiety, anger and sadness from Twitter and compare this with the overall daily traffic to Wikipedia pages about mental health disorders. We show that both negative affect on Twitter and access to mental health pages on Wikipedia follow an annual cycle, both peaking during the winter months. Breaking this down into specific moods and pages, we find that peak access to the Wikipedia page for Seasonal Affective Disorder coincides with the peak period for the sadness indicator in Twitter content, with both most over-expressed in November and December. A period of heightened anger and anxiety on Twitter partly overlaps with increased information seeking about stress, panic and eating disorders on Wikipedia in the late winter and early spring. Finally, we compare Twitter mood indicators with various weather time series, finding that negative affect and anger can be partially explained in terms of the climatic temperature and photoperiod, sadness can be partially explained by the photoperiod and the perceived change in the photoperiod, while anxiety is partially explained by the level of precipitation. Using these multiple sources of data allows us to have access to inexpensive, although indirect, information about collective variations in mood over long periods of time, in turn helping us to begin to separate out the various possible causes of these fluctuations.


I. INTRODUCTION

Periodic variations in mood and mental health have been known for a long time, both at the circadian level (24 hour cycles) and the seasonal level (365 day cycles). The reasons behind them are still the object of investigation, and are likely the result of a multitude of factors, including endocrinological, environmental and social components.

While circadian changes in our physiology are well documented (e.g. blood pressure [1], heart rate [2], body temperature [3], melatonin levels [4]), many factors also show evidence of seasonality in their behaviour, which are reviewed in [5], including blood pressure [6], calorie intake [7], cholesterol levels [8], conception [9], death [10] and even violent suicide [11].

Other studies on seasonal patterns within humans have shown stress and immune function fluctuate on a yearly cycle [12], with recent work also demonstrating seasonal changes in cognitive performance [5].

In the realm of mental health, numerous theories behind seasonal depression have been studied, including exposure to light [13], phase-shift in internal clocks [14], and weather [15], with seasonal affective disorder being a well known phenomenon at high latitudes [16], inducing various levels of depression in the winter months.

However, the difficulty in conducting these studies is often in the collection of data from large populations and over long periods of time, in a way that allows for longitudinal analysis. Large-scale studies based on questionnaires often rely on self-reporting and recollection, and can be unreliable and expensive for a multitude of reasons [17]–[19].

Various studies have attempted to address these problems and collect information that relates to mental health from online activities [20]–[24]. While this may relate to a specific sub-population, it has the advantage of allowing constant monitoring of a very large number of subjects and of bypassing the aforementioned issues of self-reporting.

Of these studies on mental health and mood driven by online activity data, many of the studies only consider circadian patterns in mood [20]–[22], or the effect of world events on mood [25], [26]. We have not found systematic studies of seasonality of mood via Twitter, with only one study addressing the topic of mental health using the incidence of Google searches as an indicator for information-seeking about such topics [24].

In this paper, we study the seasonality of changes in mood indicators both in Twitter and in views of pages on the English language Wikipedia relating to mental health disorders. We find significant seasonality in both negative mood indicators in Twitter and mental health disorders on Wikipedia, peaking in the winter months.

We furthermore decompose these results down to more
specific moods and individual disorders, discovering that there is meaningful overlap between the periods when negative mood indicators are over-expressed and when views of mental health disorder pages peak.

Possible factors which could explain the seasonal variation in mood are investigated using weather data, finding significant correlation with climatic temperature, photoperiod and the rate of change of the photoperiod with some of the mood indicators on Twitter.

II. METHODS

A. Data collection

1) Twitter posts: We gathered social media data from Twitter, an online platform that allows users to publish brief textual communications (tweets) of up to 140 characters, which are publicly visible and available via their application programming interface (API). Using the Twitter API, we collected tweets in the period from January 2010 to November 2014, querying for tweets geo-located to within 10km of any of the 54 largest urban centres in the United Kingdom, without specifying any keywords or hashtags. Due to technical issues, 2012 was excluded from the dataset as it did not follow the same collection procedure. For each tweet, we collected the anonymised textual content, a collection date and time, and information about the location from where the tweet was collected (one of the 54 urban centres). Tweets were preprocessed into their constituent tokens using a tokenizer designed specifically for Twitter text [27]. Tokens representing hyperlinks, mentions and hashtags were discarded, along with tokens containing only special characters (e.g. emoticons).

2) Wikipedia searches: We gathered the page view logs for pages on the English-language Wikipedia project covering a four year period between January 2012 and December 2015. Each page view records an anonymised search on Wikipedia, but does not capture other information such as the location of the user, how long is spent by the user on the page, or any other interaction by the user. The data collected is aggregated internally by the Wikimedia Foundation, providing a representative sample of traffic to each page on Wikipedia every hour [28].

As the location of users accessing Wikipedia is not provided in the page view logs, it was not possible to determine whether the users are in the northern or southern hemisphere. However, since the northern hemisphere is believed to account for approximately 73.1% of the traffic to Wikipedia globally [29], we analyse the page view logs for cycles on a 365 day period, as the majority of users experience the same seasonal timing. Cycles on shorter periods are not studied here for Wikipedia due to the interference caused by the two different hemispheres.

3) Weather data: We gathered Temperature and Precipitation data in the United Kingdom from the Met Office Hadley Observation Center [30], [31] for the years we collected Twitter data. The observations on weather are performed in a triangular area of the United Kingdom enclosed by Lancashire, London, and Bristol.

Photoperiod (day-length) was computed [32] for the UK using London as a centre and covering the same time interval used for the weather observations.

B. Detection of collective Mood and Mental disorders

We wish to study the relative attention devoted in a given time of the year to the expression of negative mood in Twitter and compare it to search patterns about mental health on Wikipedia. We compiled a separate index for each of the four negative mood indicators in the Linguistic Inquirer and Word Count (LIWC) [33]. We also compiled an index of the searches about mental health disorders on the English-language Wikipedia [34].

Specifically, we extracted from the Twitter data every occurrence of the tokens associated with the LIWC negative affect indicator, and we collected the search volume from Wikipedia for every page on mental health disorders. From each we computed the standardized index series’ described in Section II-C, which we analysed for significant seasonal variations and for periods in the year where both are over-expressed. To detail the seasonal components found in both indices, we compiled and compared together separate indices for expressions of anger, anxiety, and sadness in Twitter, and for the search volume of refined queries in Wikipedia.

C. Computing the Standardized Index series

The generation of the time series of an index follows the same procedure for Twitter and for Wikipedia. In the following we describe the generation of a Twitter index from individual LIWC tokens, and we close on comments specific to Wikipedia searches.

1) Generation of the RF series: The number of occurrences of a token is first computed every hour in the four years interval. Any missing values within the resulting count series are linearly interpolated, with 29th February removed from leap years to keep each year aligned. This count series is smoothed using a three-hour centred moving average to improve the quality of the statistical estimation for rare tokens. The relative frequency (RF) time series is then obtained by normalizing the counts by the total number of occurrences within each hour. The series of total occurrences is itself interpolated and smoothed.

2) Aggregating the index: Using the list of tokens in a LIWC category, we compute the index as follows. a) The relative frequency series of each token is detrended by subtracting its centred two years moving window series. b) It is then standardized, giving each token equal weight. c) The index is calculated as the mean relative frequency series over all tokens. The time series of an index is converted to daily samples to enable the comparison with Wikipedia and weather by averaging over 24 hours intervals in the four years interval, providing a series of length 1,460 (365 days × 4 years).

3) Analysis and visualization: Before any analysis, either Fourier transformation or Pearson correlation, the index is clipped to within three standard deviations to reduce the effect of a small number of particularly emotive days within the
series that describe reactions to individual events rather than the collective mood over time. Finally, an index series is standardized for convenience.

When significantly expressed, the 365-day seasonal component of an index is visualized through the series of medians by day of the year over the four years. In Figure 1 the median series is clipped to within three standard deviations and standardized, while in Figure 2 an intermediate smoothing step using a 91-day centred window is applied after clipping and before standardizing. It is performed circularly to provide each day of the year with equal smoothing.

4) Wikipedia and individual disorders: Following the same steps we created the Wikipedia standardized index for mental health by computing the number of times each mental health disorder page was accessed each day over the four years we have data, and by smoothing each individual count series in a three-day centred window. Additionally, given the generic description a Wikipedia article provides on each disorder, we also considered them as individual series themselves (e.g. series for Seasonal Affective Disorder, Mood Disorder, etc.).

D. Significant seasonal components by Fourier analysis

The Fourier Transform on a 1,460 length index series provides a decomposition of the series in terms of individual sine waves that oscillate at each of the harmonic frequencies respectively: each sine component is summarized by the variance explained from the signal and by the phase that indicates the times of over-expression in the corresponding period.

To assess the seasonality of a given index, we tested the frequency response from the Fourier transform at a period of 365 days. We performed a statistical significance test where our null hypothesis, that “the index is not periodic with a period of 365 days” is rejected at a significance level of 1% if the variance explained (the test statistic) from a 365 day sinusoidal movement is not larger than that of the original index series in more than 1% of 100,000 random permutations of the index. We additionally tested the Twitter indices for significant periodicity at a bi-annual period, repeating the statistical significance test used here

To account for the multiple tests that we perform, we employ the Bonferroni correction to maintain the probability of at least one false rejection at the significance level of 1%.

E. Weather comparisons

Correlation between different attributes of the weather and affect within Twitter are computed using the Pearson correlation coefficient [35]. Significance of the correlation between a mood index on Twitter and a weather attribute \( w \) is assessed under the null hypothesis that “the correlation coefficient between the mood index and \( w \) is equal to zero”, rejecting the null hypothesis using a significance level of 1% as calculated from the Student’s t-test [36] for the correlation coefficient, again corrected using the Bonferroni correction to account for multiple tests.

III. RESULTS

A. Seasonal components to mood and mental health

We found that negative affect in Twitter is significantly periodic at the one year period, with the phase indicating that it is most over-expressed in late November each year. Similarly, the Wikipedia index of mental health disorders was also significantly periodic at the one year period, with a phase corresponding to over-expression being strongest in mid-March. This can be seen in Figure 1, where the negative affect in Twitter and the Wikipedia index of mental health disorders are visualised as their median yearly pattern, repeated over a two year interval. The idealised sine wave found by the Fourier transform describing their seasonal pattern is additionally shown.

1Wikipedia was not tested for bi-annual periodicities due to the data being sourced from both hemispheres.
We see that there is a peak in mental health disorders on Wikipedia in March, occurring around the time of the Spring equinox. We do not however see a corresponding peak in mental health disorders in September when the southern hemisphere Spring equinox takes place. A second peak in the mental health disorders instead occurs in November, a period when the northern hemisphere experiences the shortest days of the year, along with the greatest over-expression of negative affect on Twitter.

In the following section, we further investigate the overlap between the negative affect on Twitter and the second seasonal component of the Wikipedia index by decomposing the negative affect indicator into refined emotions, and detailing the most seasonal disorders on Wikipedia.
B. Decomposing the indices

Breaking the negative affect in Twitter down into different indices relating to anger, anxiety and sadness, we found that while anger and sadness peak in the winter months and are significantly periodic at the one year period, anxiety is better explained by a six month period, peaking in the autumn and spring. In more detail, anger is over-expressed between September and April, anxiety is under-expressed between April and September, and that sadness grows above its mean value in September, declining again in February with its peak found in November.

Focusing on individual mental health disorder pages within Wikipedia, we found that the five pages with the most periodic views are Seasonal Affective Disorder, Personality Disorder, Acute Stress Disorder, Panic Disorder, and Binge Eating Disorder. In each of these cases we found that the periodicity of the indices is significant, and that a large part of their variance can be explained by the seasonal component, ranging from 65.6% for Seasonal Affective Disorder to 17.7% for Binge Eating Disorder. Indeed, a further 13 mental health disorders have more than 10% of their variance explained by a seasonal component.

Figure 2 shows the times when the different mood indices from Twitter along with the five most periodic disorders from Wikipedia are over-expressed throughout the year. It also provides a scatter in polar coordinates of the mental health disorders, with over 10% variance explained from a sinusoidal seasonal component, where the radius represents the explained variance and the angle the sine peak date. The peaking time for the index of the Wikipedia page on sunburn (58.3% of variance explained with a seasonal pattern) is additionally to ground the results. We see that Seasonal Affective Disorder peaks in December at the darkest time of the year, during the Winter solstice. We also note a concentration of mental health disorders around the Spring equinox.

Visually, we immediately see there is strong overlap between the periods when these Wikipedia mental health disorder pages peak and those in which the negative mood indicators are over-expressed on Twitter. The two sources of data combine to show an intriguing picture of collective fluctuations of mental health and mood following a seasonal cycle each year.

C. Association with Weather

Finally, we attempted to tease apart the various possible factors behind the seasonality we found in negative mood indicators on Twitter, where many have been found to be associated with mental health in the literature, including photoperiod duration [37], temperature [38], precipitation [39], and the relative phase-shift with bright light exposure. [40], [41].

As displayed in Table I, we computed the correlation between the negative mood indicators on Twitter with attributes of the seasons in the United Kingdom, such as the temperature, photoperiod, rate of change of the photoperiod and precipitation, detailing the variance explained by each.

V. Conclusion

We have shown a significant seasonal component to different and independent indicators of mood and mental health in large populations as expressed through social media messages on Twitter and access to information on mental health disorders on English-language Wikipedia. The methods demon-

The application of such techniques allows for the potentially real-time monitoring of mood and mental health of a population, signalling broad trends over time without the need to rely on expensive and slow sentinel of mental health as used currently within the profession [42]. Use of social media and information-seeking trends on the web can additionally help overcome issues in collecting data directly from respondents including the stigma of mental health issues [43], interviewer [19] and question bias [17] and other well documented caveats to self-reporting [18].

Further work will aim to identify a more complete picture of the influences of mood on Twitter, complementing weather patterns and information-seeking behaviour shown in this study with the content of the media and real-world events. The analysis of variance explained by various factors can uncover increasingly subtle factors affecting collective mood.
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